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klaus von beyme**	Translated by Iain L. Fraser.
Fischer’s Move Towards a European Constitution
From August 1988 onward, we were harassed non-stop by foreign colleagues and journalists with the question of whether the erosion of the GDR brought the threat of German unity. I always dodged this question with a quotation from Joschka Fischer: ‘Shut your trap’. This boisterous utterance then meant that Fischer was evidently not—like the bulk of his party—strictly against the idea of unity, but that he felt it inappropriate for himself as a German to fly any kites on this open question. Today, with the question of closer unity of Europe being discussed, one might like to remind Fischer of his one-time reticence. His position has shifted. Even after only two years in office, he was confronted, during the media’s ‘silly season,’ with rumours how tired he was of it. So, the call for the great constitutional leap forward in Europe was not a bad chess move in order to give proof of his full presence.

Yet, he is still a German—and, instead of being in opposition, in a very exposed position. Germans who call for more European integration are under the compulsion to handle themselves with special constitutional patriotism. This concentration on the constitutional question is not, however, anything they are likely to be thanked for. Every advance in the direction of more European unification is immediately suspected of being a disguised German hegemony claim. Suspicion is strengthened by the fact that the old debate on a multi-speed Europe is being converted into one about the inner circle of powers ready for integration. The deepening of unity has, from its simultaneous amalgamation with the Union’s Eastern enlargement, taken on a new dimension of mistrust: the Eastern European queue is tied more to Germany—particularly in economic terms—than to any other country in Europe. Nostalgias for the entente of the old ‘cordon sanitaire’ times between the wars are occasionally still cherished east of the Oder and south of the Ore Mountains, in favour of a leadership role for France. But the response by the president, government and media in France to Fischer’s speech allows doubt as to whether France is truly ready for this leading role.

All analysts agree that a European state-bearing people can hardly be brought into being even by a constitution. The stress on constitutional patriotism that Germans have rightly imposed on themselves because of their history, as an act of ‘inward asceticism,’ has no counterpart in the other European nations which lack bad historical consciences. But they, too, ask themselves what the European citizen can expect from a constitutionally cemented unity of Europe, on discovering T.H. Marshall’s threefold division into ‘legal citizens,’ politically democratic ‘citoyens’ and ‘social citizens’. The dimension of the ‘cultural citizen’ which was subsequently added to this threefold division is irrelevant in the European context.

There are three areas where, in its fundamental documents, the EU undertakes to push forward the internal integration of citizens:

a)	as legal citizens,
b)	as politically democratic citizens,
c)	as social citizens.

It is only the culturally national line that is not available to the Community for the promotion of emotional identification. This is true even without narrowing the concept to high culture. Culture necessarily includes football. But the European Cup is marked by fierce competition and a distinct absence of supranational alliances. People who claim not to give a damn for nationalism wax hysterical when the opponents come close to their own national team’s penalty area. In this age of football, one whimsical definition defines the nation by the very existence of a national team. On this definition, Scotland is a nation and Bavaria not. Bavaria has compensated by having Bayern München often act like the national team, often also providing the bulk of it. Cultural identification with Europe remains vague even among cosmopolitans. For whether the references are to the ‘West’ or to ‘European humanism,’ the concepts are unsuitable for ruling out the US or New Zealand, and press beyond Europe’s frontiers.
1.	The Europeanisation of the Legal Citizen
Ralf Dahrendorf (1990:823), a bi-national witness par excellence and above all suspicion, once confessed that he remained an ‘unreconstructed Kantian’ in the assumption that constitutional patriotism becomes possible only where there is a legal unity. This is vigorously promoted by the European Court of Justice. But as long as even the German Federal Constitutional Court (BverfGE Bd. 89) beavers away to prevent further erosions of national powers, not even this mildest form of the creation of a unitary legal citizen is assured. In Denmark—not notorious for nationalism—the government spontaneously clarified: ‘Citizenship of the Union is a political and legal concept which is entirely different from the concept of citizenship within the meaning of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Denmark and the Danish legal system. In no way does the Citizenship of the Union in itself give a national of another Member State the right to obtain Danish Citizenship.’ This is a country with one of the most liberal naturalisation practices in the Union. The Edinburgh Summit attempted appeasement: ‘The provisions of Part Two of the Treaty … do not in any way take the place of national citizenship.’ But this definition is not watertight (Jessurun d’Oliveira 1994:135) as the right to vote in local elections and the right to stand pursuant to Article 8b(1) shows. In European elections, non-citizens from other Member States are to be equated with national citizens (Article 8b(2)). But it is no coincidence that the necessary implementing rules have not been adopted.

The citizenship conception of the Maastricht Treaty is clearly non-ethnically defined. But an itio in partes in the definition of granting of citizenship, such as even the Swiss Cantons still have, would protect archaic relicts of jus sanguinis. However, this cannot be the EU’s intention. Outside commentators have continually criticised the ‘ontological conception of citizenship’ in Germany. This emerged not from any specific racism but from the fact that the territory of the German Reich, the German Federation and the German states after 1945, constantly shifted. Inclusion of the excluded Germans was necessary. Not till 1990 were the conditions for removing the jus sanguinis principle fully present. The Schröder government has begun the necessary steps.

Among legal aspects of citizenship, the status of minorities is important. These are often citizens—especially where a generous citizenship policy was pursued, as in France. The Jacobin tradition of the ‘nation une et indivisible’ brought about integration through language. For a long time, France seemed not to have any problems with the North Africans. Many could speak excellent French. Nonetheless, their accumulation in the suburbs, from Marseilles to Strasbourg, along with high unemployment, has become a social problem. Paradoxically, the citizens’ nation of France was more intolerant towards the dress code and principles of Islamic fundamentalism in schools than was Germany.

Legally considered, how far may tolerance go? Political philosophy has set the boundary where severe bodily damage is caused—from tribal scars to female circumcision. But the willingness to implement such principles as the Community could agree to is very differently developed in individual Member States.

Protection of EU citizens abroad is fairly clearly regulated. But fundamental rights within the country are open to dispute. Article F2 of the ‘Union Treaty’ calls for respect for fundamental rights, also adding the common constitutional traditions of Member States. But broad areas of fundamental rights are not common, as the differences in the excessive stress on fundamental social rights in Italy and the reticence about them in Germany’s constitution show. The basic policy clauses in Germany’s constitution, though not justiciable, are, in contrast, totally foreign to the English-speaking tradition, which mistrusts metaphysical declarations. Human rights are universal and therefore also enjoyed by non-citizens of a Member State, yet the inclusion of alien residents is regulated extremely diversely within Europe (Wiener 1998).

The basic fundamental rights are, on the whole, respected everywhere in the Union, even if Amnesty International every now and again puts EU Members, too, on the pillory. But below this level of fundamental rights there are rights such as those of Article 8a, with ‘freedom of residence and movement within the territory of the Member States,’ where it cannot be concealed that they conflict with national provisions and restrictions. Conditional fundamental rights are conferred in Article 48, such as the ‘freedom of movement of workers, at least at the end of a transitional period.’ Again, national provisions are very diverse. Italy has brought the right to work into its constitution at a prominent position, in a compromise between Christian Democrats and Communists. In contrast, the Federal Republic regarded it as misleading. Everyone knows that, even today, with German unemployment running into double-figures, Italy still has more unemployment than Germany. Yet, such articles are nonetheless defended as symbolic policies and guideposts, and have repercussions on the acceptance of the freedom of movement for the labour production factor. It can be seen from the ongoing debate about the fundamental rights charter that Europe can unite only around the hard core of human and civil rights.
2.	Politically Democratic Integration
Two concepts of political citizenship are competing in Europe:

a) The liberal tradition, interpreting participation in an individualistic and instrumentalist manner, and above all stressing the idea of the rule of law. Since the new democracies in the East often ended up as ‘defective or illiberal democracies,’ allowing participation in more or less free elections but leaving the rule of law underdeveloped, this conception is gaining the upper hand again.

b) The Aristotelian conception of ethical and cultural community—cultural in the sense of the more recent conception of political culture. It is not so much the formal participatory rights and negative freedoms that are stressed, as ‘moeurs politiques’. Communitarianism has again linked up with this conception through a holistic concept of citizenship (Taylor 1989, Habermas 1992:640 et seq.). Communitarians are not ethno-demos patriots, and might hobnob with constitutional patriotism à la Habermas. But they have freed it from the narrowness of the state based on rule of law, and combined it with new participatory feeling. Conceptions of ‘deliberative democracy’ or ‘reflexive democracy’ are being revived in the press. There is no longer any basic conflict between these conceptions, as Benjamin Constant framed it at the outset of liberalism against the ancient concept of citizenship, which he regarded as ideological tyranny. Communitarianism is not only self-reflective but also self-limiting in its intellectual claims, if Walzer and others are liberal enough to stress that communitarianism seeks only to correct the exaggerations of liberalism and does not see itself as a new dogmatic doctrine.

New movement has come into the established institutions of liberal democracy. For years, no-one still discussed the alternatives for the constitutional further development of the EU, as Bowie and Friedrich (1964) had undertaken in ‘Studies of Federalism,’ testing presidentialism, parliamentarianism and the Swiss council system with an eye to a European Federalism. Recently, (Kohler-Koch 1999:9), Friedrich’s preference for the Swiss Council system has been taken up again. ‘Grandpa’s political science,’ the old institutionalism, seemed dead. Then, all of a sudden, paleo-institutionalism came back into fashion with ideas of ‘constitutional engineering’ (Sartori 1994). Still more influential was enlightened neo-institutionalism, concerned with actors’ options for action in multi-level systems, and increasingly associated with rational-choice approaches, e.g., in Scharpf (1994b).

The practice of democracies has, in many ways, come closer together in Europe. The difference between a semi-presidential and a purely parliamentary system has become secondary, given the developments in parties and their habits of interacting with the media.

The nature of the European citizenship that was created ex nihilo (Jessurun d’Oliveira 1994) remains unclear—as does the quality, in constitutional and international law, of the formation that constitutes its substrate. Staatenverbund is the German compromise formula. It has the drawback of being practically untranslatable, except into Swedish (statsförbundet). In all the major languages, the most readily accepted translation would be federation or confederation.

Maastricht is more than a treaty and less than a constitution. Some see this treaty as a constitution in embryo. Some American founding fathers wanted their constitution to be ‘short and dark’. New constitutions like the Southern and Eastern European ones have become ‘long and dark,’ with, in Portugal for instance, the length of the debate on a government policy statement being regulated, and the Slovakian constitution commencing by laying claim to the tradition of the Great Moravian Empire.

The star example for the tendency to be overlong and unclear is the subsidiarity principle in Europe. It got into the treaties as a compromise formula, as Britain, in particular, would tolerate no echo of federal vocabulary. Germany (along with Belgium), as the only real federal state among the twelve Members, collaborated on this compromise formula, under pressure from the federal Länder. The leading union parties had less to object to in the once clerical undertones of the formula after the ‘Quadragesimo anno’ encyclical. The spread of social-state ideas had long removed the Vatican connotations from the concept of the basic consensus between Christian Democrats and Social Democrats. But it had not, by any means, been made clearer by the transfer from functional contexts to territorial ones.

In order to be realised, the subsidiarity principle required specification between the whole and the Member States. Scharpf (1991:421) has rightly spoken of the ‘life-lie of federalism’. For all the verbal acknowledgement of the greater residual powers of Member States, in all federations with the exception of Switzerland, enormous centralisation came about. With a supranational entity that began its career as an economic entity, this is a fortiori to be expected.

A European Parliament resolution on the subsidiarity principle of November 1990 had already abandoned the ground of fraudulent labelling and clearly stated: ‘Federalisation of the exercise of these powers already existing at Community level would be an initial answer to the question of complying with the subsidiarity principle, which is accordingly closely connected with removing the democratic deficit’ (EP-Doc. DE/RR/91692: 6).

Even more than in the federalism principle, boundaries on democratisation are present in the subsidiarity principle, which seeks to permit legislative power over all the parts for the whole only in clearly specified cases. As long as the democratic deficit is invoked, an impossible to criticise label makes it difficult to check centralising tendencies.

Yet, it would be an error to brand this ambiguity as the inability of the actors involved. Unclarity of objectives in the Maastricht Treaty has often revealed its advantages, as Elmar Brok (1992) convincingly argued for in the European Parliament. The subsidiarity principle leaves much open to conflicts of interest. In Germany, the deficit in implementing the pure theory of the market economy without subsidies is complained of, but the subsidiarity principle is invoked as a limit on EU powers as soon as domestic shipyards or coalmines come into the danger zone. When one of the founding fathers proclaimed the slogan ‘short and dark,’ he was expressing similar concern at the unenforceability of any constitutional compromise that underlay it.

The controversial question remains as to whether unification of the legal systems and the political cultures can be promoted by a constitution. Answers range from a warning against the excessive expectations on the part of the citizens that a constitution might bring with it (Grimm 1994:51) to the stress on the need for a constitution (Weidenfeld 1991) in order to push forward internal unity. For some (Koch 1997), the leap into the ‘revolution’ of a constitution is a way out of boredom. Eurosceptics like Kielmansegg (1995:237) still see few chances for a European democracy without a European identity and civil society, and without genuinely European parties and interest groups. Other observers do not pin themselves down precisely (Pies in: Streit & Voigt 1996) and regard both the development of a treaty and a constitution as roads that can be taken. Functional, instead of territorial, representation is, however, regarded by some experts (Kohler-Koch 1999:12) as the likelier line of development in order to overcome the blockage between the democratic and the federal principle.

Constructivism has since taken over the theory of international politics. Analyses of the constitutional-policy preferences of the Member States have shown that it is not so much a rationalist pursuit of power interests as institutionalised constructions of reality that mark constitutional foreign policy in the EU (Wagner 1999:435). No long-term order in the basic preference of the states can be shown, such as those assumed by the neo-realists and the rational-choice theoreticians. As was to be expected, it was, first and foremost, the feature of federal state versus unitary state that was decisive for the political culture of the countries where the reality constructions are rooted. Much the same can also be shown for the conception of citizenship.

In many respects, Euroscepticism recalls the Nineteenth-Century discussions about the integration of new nation-states.

a) Lorenz von Stein (1852:5) once considered Prussia not to be ripe for a constitution, because it was socially too heterogeneous. Similar arguments appear in relation to Europe. But with the exception of a few Eastern districts that were predominantly bilingual, Prussia spoke a single language and could be loosely integrated ideologically on the basis of an ‘invented Prussian tradition’ running back to the Teutonic Order. Stein was still able to hope that the ‘constitutional incapacity’ of Prussia would strengthen the constitutional capacity of Germany. The constitutional capacity of the whole of Europe, up to the Bug or even to the Urals, is, by contrast, regarded by no one as being a more favourable precondition for a constitution than the ‘mini-Europe’ of Maastricht.

b) Federalism and parliamentarianism were regarded as incompatible—though Saint-Simon had already put the counter-thesis in 1814: that a European federation would first require parliamentary majority rule. In St. Paul’s in Frankfurt in 1848, the opposite view prevailed, from the liberal Welcker through to the conservative Radowitz. Despite universal suffrage, Bismarck played off the incompatibility theorem against the parliamentarisation of the Reich after 1871. Conservatives, like Calhoun in America or Konstantin Frantz and Max von Seydel in Germany, overwhelmingly set ‘concurrent majorities’ against parliamentary majority rule. The incompatibility thesis was still being defended even when Australia and Canada had long proved the contrary. But the parliamentarianism of the ‘colonies’ had no educational value for continental dogmatics, and, where there were democratic federalists, they tended more to call for the Swiss council system or the US presidential system than for a parliamentary one.

The more recent theoretical approaches see a ‘paradox of weakness’ (Edgar Grande), weakening both the state and society. The state loses control capacity, since globalisation and regionalisation allow the bourgeois to grow beyond the citoyen living within the confines of a state. Society also loses, since multi-level interpenetration makes the state becomes less controllable (Zürn 1996:34). Since, in Hirschman’s terms, voice becomes harder, exit has become a recommended option. Either a pluralism model which drops the analogies with the theory of forms of government is recommended, or flexibilisation, consisting in a system of veto rights, is demanded (Abromeit 1998:89).

At the moment, it is only the European Charter of Fundamental Rights that is on the programme. Since 1984, European Parliament initiatives in this direction have been delayed. Now, the Charter is hoped for by the end of 2000. Views range from a copy of the European Human Rights Convention up to a new fundamental-rights catalogue with many social fundamental rights. One problem that remains will be the question of whether Member States can be compelled to comply with these rights by sanctions, and how far the right of action against fundamental-rights infringements should be extended before the European Court of Justice, for without it, the Charter would deteriorate into symbolic politics. Parts of the Hessian constitution have repeatedly been found to be incompatible with the constitution, yet no pressure has been put on Hesse to amend them. In Russia, the constitutions of twenty out of twenty-one republics contain clauses that are incompatible with the constitution of the Federation. The Union cannot even apply sanctions against severe infringements of federal comity—except in Chechnya, where the issue is formal secession. Things will not go any better for Europe!
3.	The Integration of Social Citizens
A reading of the Maastricht Treaty leaves us with the impression that what is being created is a new welfare state. Article 123 set up a Social Fund. The German obsession with ‘equal’: now only ‘equal-value’ since unification included living conditions within Article 117, which talks about ‘harmonising standards of living.’ It is likely that egalitarian traditions in Europe will never lastingly permit such big differences in social status as exist in the US.

In the seventies, the Left criticised the EU for being a ‘supermarket’. The real attempts at fusion did not come until the nineties, and tended to be weaker than the ones extending beyond Europe. A uniform wage policy is not expected from the Maastricht round by the experts (Joerges 1991:283). The first protest actions in Latin countries show that many deteriorations in social conditions are readily laid at the door of the Eurobank, and, indirectly, the Bundesbank.

Positive integration of sovereignties, with the European level being able to regulate broad areas of social policy, is not yet in sight as a continuing process. Waves of national calls for more sovereignty for national decision-makers are likely. The French initiatives by associations of the unemployed are probably only the forerunners of populist tendencies towards re-sovereignisation in the area of welfare policy. The literature on Europe does not comprise agreed-on scenarios for future development. Paradoxically, it tends to be more the ‘left’ authors, like Leibfried and Offe, who are interested in a policy of more European integration in the social sector. This becomes understandable if one bears in mind that, for party-neutral innovative policies without too much consideration of structures that have grown up nationally, they have more trust in the EU than in the nation-state. One study, in contrast with many opinions to date, arrives at the conclusion that party politics plays a very sub-ordinate part in the Commission’s decision-making (Morgan & Tame 1996; Landfried 2001). The mainstream authors on the other side tend more to take the view that the core area of distributive social policy, education and culture will remain a nation-state domain. Authors tending towards attitudes of ‘constitutional patriotism’ (Nassehi & Schroer 1999:111) rightly take the view that only an extension of welfare policy can lastingly bring about a de-ethnicisation of Europe. Whichever scenario proves the likelier in the future, there is, even now, no doubt that processes above and below the national systems are cramping the national parliaments’ space for decision-making. What is controversial is the actual sectors in which the following processes will take place, and how fast they will go:

a)	A process of regionalisation, whereby regional assemblies are seeking to strengthen themselves through the EU regional policy, at the expense of national parliaments.
b)	A process of Europeanisation, where increasingly more areas which seemed to have been reserved to the national parliaments are being regulated from Europe. This process is being imperceptibly, but effectively, promoted by European Court of Justice case law and the creeping unification of legal systems.
c)	A process of globalisation, where the national level is left only with the consolation that world-wide organisations such as the World Trade Organisation or GATT are beginning to pay the EU back for what it has done to national decision-making bodies, since the room for manoeuvre of even the European organisations is increasingly being hemmed in by the global level, albeit, to date at least, in a highly sectorally-limited fashion to date.

As the social policy competence is taken away from national parliaments, the conflict over its extent can only be settled through sub-classifications. Some point to the effects of unification of corporate-governance and of worker-participation regulations. Others demarcate the merely ‘social regulatory’ measures from the distributive and redistributive measures. The former have undoubtedly been more strongly Europeanised, through Articles 100a and 118a in the Single European Act. The social regulatory areas also include environment protection in Title VII, which Europeanised where the old EC confined itself to merely promoting intergovernmental co-operation. Including the work environment, health, and consumer and environment protection meant that major areas were taken away from national parliaments (Majone 1996).

Yet, there are important reasons in favour of the assumption that the core area of the welfare state will still be nationally regulated for a long time. The model of genuine federations, which continue to endow the individual states with far-reaching competences and have not become ‘unitary federal states’ in the manner of Germany or Austria, demonstrates—especially when exemplified by reference to the US—that the capacity for regional differences to persist is high. In 1990, California was still paying welfare recipients six times as much as poor Alabama. If the old nation-states did not manage to homogenise the welfare state at state level, then it is unlikely that the EU can be more successful here. It has only 4% of the expenditure of all the national governments, and less than 1.3% of the EU gross social product available to it. In view of the budget restrictions, it is unlikely that the nation-states really should want to do anything about the shortage of means for redistributive policies. The successes of individual forms of redistributive policy—such as regional policy—are not so nearly so impressive as to exercise a pulling effect on welfare policy in general. Thus, alongside security and defence policy, social policy will presumably continue to remain a pillar of the decision-making competence of national parliaments.

The extension of social citizenship will, in the long term, be likely to set off the sharpest conflicts, since the EU has, to date, relied more on the market than on national state institutions (Jachtenfuchs & Kohler-Koch 1996a:29). The nation-states are thereby compelled to dabble in areas that they would have preferred to have left unregulated. Conversely, positive integration is being pushed forward through initiatives from Brussels that lie behind the national legislative initiatives and are often perceived as outside control. According to German estimates, this influence still amounts to less than 10% in the social sphere; whereas, in agriculture, initiatives from Brussels lie behind 42% of German legislative acts in the Bundestag, and already lie behind 100% of legislative acts in the area of Posts and Telecommunications. (Töller 1995:47).
Summary
Conceptions of citizenship are coming closer together in Europe. The forms of exercise of participation by citizens are still very different, but do not constitute a hindrance to integration. The cultural citizens remain national, and the legal citizens have achieved the furthest-reaching harmonisation, a process encouraged by the European Court of Justice. But even if the latter ventures to take steps which are too large, reactions can be seen in the rigidification among national politicians and even national constitutional courts, as the German Maastricht decision showed. The social citizens, in the end, remain dependent on national social policy, due to the lack of redistributive volume on the part of the EU. It is only in the social regulatory area that integration is advancing speedily.

Symmetry of the four citizenships at European level cannot be expected in the foreseeable future. Some nation-states have also taken long to reach this symmetry of legitimation of the community and its citizenship. It is improbable that spectacular work on a European constitution can accelerate this integration of all four citizenships. Instead, new superfluous conflicts are to be expected. In any case, the fixation on a constitution seems, in an international comparison, to be a fairly German debate. The Charter of Fundamental Rights will presumably arrive. The organisational part of a constitution can be coped with by documents similar to the statutes of an organisation. The French Third Republic may serve as an example: ‘rien ne dure que le provisoire’ was coined for the three Acts which, after 1875, had to stand in for a unitary constitution because the two camps would not have been able to agree on a text. Without the 1940 defeat, the 1875 arrangements might still exist today. Britain is still able to do without a unitary constitutional text today. Poland was able to live with the ‘mini-constitution’ till 1997. Hungary still has the drawing up of a definitive constitution before it. Why should Europe hasten on further than some nation-states have done?

Voices that see non-ratification of the European Constitution as a greater evil than the waiving exercise of the European pouvoir constituant are multiplying (Di Fabio, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 30.6.2000:6). Even the advocates of a European Constitution are no longer calling for a ‘constitutional big bang’ (Europa-Kommission 2000:30). Even a European constitutional system would have to admit the pursuit of national interests ‘without pressure from majority votes’ (Lepsius 2000:304), and this would be easier to achieve by dividing the treaties in two (Dehaene Group) and tolerating the ‘système inédit’ of rudimentary basic treaties that will, but only in the long run, press in the direction of a unitary constitution.

In times of prosperity much is tolerated, and ignored, because of a lack of transparency, by the citizens of the Member States. All the steps towards integration—especially in the social sphere, where the cost overhangs lead to redistribution desires in relation to the financial burdens—should also be seen from the viewpoint of protection against right-wing extremism and militant populism. The Haider syndrome is not some sort of small-state phenomenon. Even the non-member Switzerland has caught the bacillus, and from Glistrup’s followers in Denmark up to the Allianza Nazionale and the Lega in Italy there are political explosives around in the national party systems that could rebound against any overly hasty steps to integration.


